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This book belongs to:



Do you like to eat delicious things and help cook 
them, too? Do you like being creative? Then you will 

love this book! Start by coloring this picture.



Grocery store
We need to buy some 

ingredients! Help steer this 
car to the grocery store.  



This baker makes delicious treats. Color them. 



How many pumpkins can you find on these shelves? 
Color them and any other produce that you see.





Fill this cart with whatever you’d like to buy. 



Connect the 
dots to reveal a 
yummy dessert!



Help the shopper get to 
register to check out.

START



Color the refrigerator and the food inside.



Painting eggs is an Easter tradition. Color these eggs 
with different patterns or draw funny faces on them. 



Some of these foods are fruits, and some are vegetables. 
Color them all. Then draw a vine that connects all the fruit together.



Draw what is going to be cooked in this frying pan. 
Don’t forget to draw the fire too!



What’s warming up in this microwave? 
Draw it!



Happy Birthday to you! Decorate this cake for yourself. 



Draw what you ate for lunch today.



Draw something tasty in the blender and fill the glasses 
with different color smoothies for your friends.





The 2 groupings on this table are almost the same. Look 
for 10 differences between them as you color. 



Connect the dots and color this delicious dessert. 



Find the two identical pieces of watermelon.



Find colors as close as you can to the ones you see here. 
Then color the picture by numbers to reveal what’s for dinner! 



Let’s have a tea party! 
Decorate this tea set 

with a beautiful pattern.





Look at these yummy cookies! Decorate 
them to make them look even yummier.



Let’s have a picnic in the park! 
Put treats into this basket for the picnic.



These forest animals are hungry! Draw a line 
between each animal and its favorite snack.



Finish drawing the other half of each fruit.





Find and circle all the ants 
before they eat our food! 
Then color this picnic. 



Someone has picked all 
the apples off this tree. 

Draw and color some more!



This garden bed needs a farmer. 
Draw whatever you’d like to grow. 



These veggies have all been chopped in half. 
Draw lines to reconnect them.



It’s a fruits and vegetables 
dance party! Draw arms, legs, 
and funny faces on each one.





Find all the vegetables—even the ones 
hiding in other dishes—and color them.





To bake a delicious cake you will need 2 cups of 
flour, 6 eggs, 5 spoons of sugar, butter, and 8 apples. 
Find and color all the ingredients in the cake recipe.  



Draw and color your most favorite meal.



Color in the rest of this picture.



Draw some toppings to turn this into a yummy 
pizza! Then add lines to divide it into 8 slices.



Set this table with plates, forks, and spoons. 
Then draw a guest on each chair. 



Connect each item in the left column with the 
food in the right column that it helps produce.



Choose 5 items that look like healthy 
foods to you and color them in.



Find colors as close as you can to the ones you see here. 
Then color the picture by numbers.



Find the differences between these two pictures. 
Then draw the details needed to make both pictures the same. 



Here’s a place to write your favorite recipe. 
And—even better—draw it, too!
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With drawing, coloring, 

matching games, mazes, and so much 

more, this book will keep your imagination happy 

for hours. Complete activities on your own—

or share them with family and friends! 

Grab your favorite colored pencils, 

crayons, or pens, and get ready 

to have some fun.

Spark Your
Creativity!

COLOR 
AND DRAW!
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